1.-Introduction
Gene-expression levels are used to determine the response of an organism to a particular environmental condition. The DNA microarray technology (see Schena et al., 1995) has enabled the simultaneous analysis of thousands of gene transcriptions in different developmental stages, tissue types, clinical conditions, organisms, etc. The availability of such expression data affords insight into the functions of genes as well as their interactions.
However, measuring these expression levels, like any other analytical methodology, has its propensity to error. Much effort has gone into data pre-processing research for countering the many sources of systematic and random variation (for instance, see Dudoit et al., 2001 , Finkelstein et al., 2002 , Yang et al., 2002 , and Ideker et al., 2000 . In this work we have centred our attention on two sources of systematic errors that perturb measurements: saturation and quantization, which mostly arise from limitations of the data acquisition device.
The saturation and quantization problems observed in the microarray scanning devices context have been partially addressed by several authors. Dudley et al. (2002) deal with increasing the dynamic range of measures through a new methodology for experiments: "First, instead of cohybridizing labeled experimental and control samples, we hybridize each sample against labeled oligos complementary to every microarray feature". This means that experiments that follow the standard methodology of Schena et al. (1995) cannot take direct advantage of their work. Romualdi et al. (2003) propose multi-scanning at image level seeking a higher contrast but not oriented to error reduction. A drawback of this method is the need of aligned images which actually are not easy to produce. Lyng et al. (2004) focus in the non-linear aspects of saturation in PMTs and corrections for them, but not on quantization.
Our proposed procedure covers both aspects through a general and robust model suitable for a broad collection of scanning devices presenting different saturation behavior. It is suitable to the standard methodology and it is applied after image processing, avoiding the disadvantages of previous works.
1.1.-Saturation and quantization
Saturation is a consequence of the finite range of the acquisition device, which renders the relation between measured intensity and real intensity non-linear. Signals whose values lie outside the dynamic range are forced inside by device lim-its. Since the dynamic range of the gene expressions is large, saturation in signals of greater intensity (bright spots) is a recurring phenomenon.
Quantization occurs when dealing with finite precision (i.e. when digitizing). All the possible and unlimited physical values have to be encoded by a reduced set of discrete values. These discrete values are called symbols and the process of mapping each interval of continuous values into its corresponding symbol is called quantization (see Gray and Neuhoff, 1998) . For instance, when a slide is scanned at low sensitivity, the signals of lower intensity (dark spots) may occur in the interval of the first symbol. Usually, this symbol is zero which means utterly black. The information that these dark spots could provide would subsequently be lost when reading them as black.
1.2.-Proposal
We propose a novel idea of producing two different observations (i.e., two images) from a DNA chip using different scanning sensitivities, thus obtaining two different sets of read intensity values. A scheme of this technique is depicted in Figure 1 . The first observation is a low sensitivity measure (L') useful for obtaining a non-saturated measure of bright spots. The second one, a high sensitivity measure (H') , yields a better definition of the dark spots avoiding quantization to zero.
An important question arises now regarding the method for producing a single result from both images (L' and H'). To solve this and attain a result value (S) as proportional as possible to the actual light flux (I), a robust mathematical model is presented for relating the two scans to each other and producing a less saturated, less affected by quantization, coherent and extended range of values.
A user friendly implementation of this proposal have been included in our PreP application (García de la Nava et al., 2003) . The 2Scan algorithms here described were used for processing data from several sources, and results showed an increase of quality in these data by a reduction of the saturation and quantization effects.
2.-System and Methods

2.1.-Gene-expression basis
DNA microarray slides or chips typically consist of thousands of spots containing immobilized DNA molecules. Each spot is placed at a defined location on the slide or chip surface and has the (or a part of the) DNA sequence corresponding to a specific gene. The mRNA molecules of a certain experimental condition are reverse transcribed into cDNA and labeled either directly or indirectly with a fluorescent dye (red and green fluorophores). The labeled cDNA is subsequently hybridized to the DNA microarray. The signals of the red and green fluorophore intensities are scanned by a chip scanner, producing a two channel image. After image analysis the measures of the red and green intensities for each spot in the array serves as tabulated input for the data processing pipeline (see Duggan et al., 1999) . -The proposed procedure is represented in this U-shaped diagram. Rounded boxes are processes and squared ones are measures. The downward part is the common microarray procedure leading to a lighted spot that emits photons in a light flux which is somehow related to the original mRNA concentrations. The upward part is the variation proposed. Two images are scanned using different sensitivities in the photodetector device. After digitization and image processing a merging procedure is applied which gives as result an estimated proportional value to the input light flux, avoiding saturation and quantization effects of photodetector and digitalization. Tissue extraction, cell grow.
2.2.-Saturation model
When a device is measuring a signal that is too intense, it becomes saturated and reports the maximum value it is able, even though the actual signal is higher. This is the ideal behaviour of saturation which is called 'clipping'. Clipping appears in some devices such as analog-to-digital converters (digitizers). Commonly the transition to saturation is more gradual and depending on its characteristics and the mathematical curve it follows, the saturation is said to be sigmoid, logarithmic, gamma, etc.
This proposal focuses on clipping and gamma saturation, the latter being a good approximation for the more complex saturation of Photodetector devices (see Lyng et al., 2004 , for a deeper study) and other optoelectrical devices (see Poynton, 1993) . For all the scanner devices we analysed, either clipping or gamma saturation was found.
The saturation model we propose for developing the merging algorithms is described in the following equations. In them, I i is the light flux intensity of spot i. L i stands for the low sensitivity electrical current at photodetector and H i for the high sensitivity one. The i subscript refers to the i-th spot. No channel distinction is done since both are to be treated independently.
Saturation is assumed to be negligible in the low sensitivity scan, so the value of L i is given in linear terms:
On the other hand, H i is described by either a clipped linear curve or a gamma curve equation.
2.2.1.-Clipping saturation
In the first case, the clipped linear curve is described by:
p being the proportionality constant between read value (high sensitivity) and spot intensity. The previous equation can be reduced to:
Where H M is the saturation level (clipping level) and:
the proportionality constant between the low sensitivity and high sensitivity scans.
2.2.2.-Gamma saturation
In this second case, the gamma curve is defined by:
The relation between both H i and L i can be specified by the following equation:
Where:
2.3.-Quantization model
Classically, quantization introduces an error -termed quantization noise-to the original signal, as Widrow et al. (1996) and Gray and Neuhoff (1998) explain. Quantization noise is centred, uniform and highly dependant on the signal to digitize but, if that signal has an underlying noise large enough, the quantization noise for each pixel becomes almost independent of it. This approximation is developed by Widrow (1961) and applied by Vanderkooy and Lipshitz (1987) on dithering. Also, since a high number of pixels per spot is present, it can then be assumed that the central limit theorem holds (see Walpole et al. 2002 or any other introductory text in statistics) and that their average intensity follows a normal distribution. Since the digitizer (i.e. the scanner) is the same in both measures, it can be supposed that the quantization noise is identically characterized in high and low sensitivity images too.
Then, if averaging is used in the image processing software, the quantization noise can be expressed by the following equations:
Where ε is the quantization noise for each measure, µ its mean and σ its standard deviation. The variables with prime are the digitally read ones while values without prime are taken before quantization. A single scan contains thousands of spots and the above equations are applied to every spot in both the low and high sensitivity scans.
2.4.-Parameter Estimation Method
The model described above is only useful in practical terms if the parameters can be determined or, at least, estimated. This can be achieved by a statistical regression but, in view of the fact that outliers should be discarded, a robust regression is recommended (see Rousseeuw. and Leroy ,1987) . For clipping saturation, the regression should fit the curve of equation (3) with m being the parameter to estimate. In the case of gamma saturation, the regression should fit the curve of equation (6) with γ and b the parameters to be estimated. See Figure 2 for regression examples on test data sets. Furthermore, the quantization noise deviation could also be estimated, but it is not necessary for the designed algorithms, as will be shown later.
2.5.-Practical considerations
Commercially available devices are able to provide the user with a wide range of configuration options e.g. laser power and PMT voltage are easily found. It has been described that powerful laser light (from some scanner devices) destroys the fluorescent molecules. This effect is named photobleaching (see Song et al., 1995) and it is commonly stronger for the red dye than for the green dye. The models presented here do not take into account the effects of photobleaching. However, these photobleaching effects can be reduced by first scanning the red and then the green channel. Furthermore, the high sensitivity scan should be performed before the low sensitivity scan. Figure 2.-Regression plots from data of six DNA microarray slides, measured at two different sensitivities. The vertical axis being the low-sensitivity measure and the horizontal axis the high-sensitivity measure. The dependency between both measures follows closely a gamma curve in the RL and RC data sets, and a clipped linear curve in the other data sets. The top graphs are from the RL data set, green channel, three different subsets. The bottom graphs are from D data set (low versus high sensitivities) red and green channels, the last graph being from the IR data set (low versus high sensitivities).
On the other hand, although the image acquisition time (i.e. scanning) can vary depending on the scanner device, the image resolution and the DNA microarray size, all our experimental partners (Danone-Vitapole; INRA-France; Molecular Genetics of the University of Groningen, the Netherlands; CNIO-Spain; CNBSpain) have reported us that the acquisition time is not longer than two to five minutes per channel. This period is short enough for discarding slide degradation during it.
2.6.-Estimation
Since L i is thought to be proportional to I i and it lacks of saturation, it will be the value to estimate. In this estimation quantization must also be avoided. This way both saturation and quantization are removed or, at least, minimized. The estima-tion of L i will be written as S i and it is calculated depending on the saturation type and the minimization approach.
2.6.1.-Gamma saturation, threshold approach
Once the model parameters are found, it is possible to estimate the low sensitivity value, represented by S i , applying equation (6) on the measured and quantized high sensitivity signal, symbolized by i H ′ :
Which can be developed, assuming that the quantization noise amplitude is small, in Taylor series up to the first power of H i , as shown in the following equation:
Which can be rewritten as:
The multiplicative factor F(H i ) is due to the quantization noise and is dependent on H i . When this factor is less than one, the effect of the quantization noise in L i is less than in L' i . The method chooses the value with least noise for each spot, using H i for deciding this. To find the threshold of H i that will lower F(H i ) under one, the following calculations are made: 
The threshold T is obtained as follows. Since the real H i value cannot be used, we can only compare the threshold against H' i . One should consider that this expression is independent of the noise deviation.
The algorithm that this approach suggests consists of the following steps:
(i) Determine the parameters of equation (iii) For each measure pair (H' i , L' i ), take the value given by
This value will minimize the quantization noise in the way shown above. However, choosing between estimates, depending on a threshold, is likely to give a higher variance which, in turn, leads to a poorer performance, as demonstrated in section 4.-.
2.6.2.-Gamma saturation, maximum likelihood approach
In the previous described model other information that can be used to refine the algorithm has not been used. Under the assumption that the quantization noise is characterized by a normal distribution, it is possible to find the maximum likelihood estimator.
In order to determine this, the same regression procedure is used for obtaining the parameters, γ and b. However, the expression of the noise will now be described by a probability density function. If the noise is seen as a perturbation of the real signal, and normal distributions are assumed, the equation to describe the probability of the values of both measures given the real values can be written as:
Where d is the squared distance defined as:
In seeking the maximum likelihood estimation, the equation (18) has to be maximized. This is equivalent to minimizing equation (19) . If the constraints of the saturation model of equation (6) are forced, it reduces to the following equation:
where L i is the only variable for solving, its solution (S i ) being the maximum likelihood estimation of the real signal. This procedure is also independent of noise deviation. Equation (20) should be minimized by an optimization method. There are plenty of methods for this at Singiresu (2002) .
The appropriate algorithm in case of gamma saturation is composed of the following steps:
Determine the parameters of equation
by robust regression. For large data collections (which is the normal case) this will result in an accurate estimation of parameters.
(ii)
For each pair of measures (
. That value is the solution S i .
(iii) This algorithm should iterate along the spots of the slide.
If n is the number of spots, the total complexity is O(n).
2.6.3.-Clipping saturation, maximum likelihood approach
We follow the steps and arguments in the previous section up to equation (20) . When using the clipping saturation model, this equation becomes:
Although both equations must be minimized at the same time, the minimization can be analytically performed.
Where Z is a distance constant:
The proposed algorithm in case of clipping saturation is formed by the following steps:
by robust regression. For large data collections (the normal case) this will result in a good estimation of parameters.
For each pair of measures ( H' i , L' i ) estimate the value of L i from equation (22).
(iii) This algorithm should also iterate along the spots of the slide.
In this case, the complexity is linear, i.e. O(n).
3.-Results
3.1.-Data description
Data sets and variable-sensitivity images are available as supplementary material for validation purposes as well as the used data acquisition protocol. The proposed algorithms have been applied on several data sets. Since we are applying a repeated scanning, two data files will be written by the image processing software. Plotting this files leads us to MA graphs (see Dudoit et al., 2001 , for a definition) similar to those that appear in Figure 3 (a) and (b) . Saturation is identified by the wedge-shaped at the right which is due to the maximum values for both channels. Quantization is recognized by the regular organization of low intensity data and its greater ratio scattering. It is easily seen that low-sensitivity data suffer from quantization and high-sensitivity data from saturation.
3.2.-Analysis
Once the saturation parameters are known by regression techniques (Figure 2) , algorithms return the results depicted in Figure 3 (c). In this case, the clippingsaturation algorithm (2.6.3.-) was used. Comparing these results with the original data (Figure 3 (a) and (b) ) reveals that the effects of quantization and saturation were reduced.
The assumptions of gamma and clipping saturation are verified since all regressions fit data reasonably well and this is also confirmed in other data sets.
Further proofs for quantization reduction are shown by the number of infinitevalued spots in above MA graphs. These infinites appear due to a zero or negative (once the background is subtracted) intensity values. Usually this zero is a consequence of quantization and the lack of precision in the digitizer device not an actual black spot. In the graphs of Figure 3 , the number infinite-valued spots are displayed by "Outside". Comparing again, many spots that were outside in the low-sensitivity graph (a) are recovered in results (c). 
3.3.-Differential expression
The aim of DNA-chip experiments is identifying genes that behaves differently between two conditions. Due to the noisy nature of this kind of measures, statistical methods are applied and experimenters have to check the results. Usually, a statistical test leads to the probability of the measure being caused by chance, which is called p-value. If this p-value is low enough, it can be said that the measure is not produced by noise and the gene is differentially expressed. The lower pvalue, the higher significance the test has.
What is expected from the 2Scan-improved data is a better detection of differential expressed genes due to the reduction of quantization noise and saturation effects. Both quantization and saturation tends to blur mentioned genes into noise. The former via increasing global noise variance and the latter by reducing dynamic range.
The RC data set is composed of control spots whose expression ratio is known. This allows the construction of ROC curves for comparing the quality of the differential expression test before and after applying the algorithms. Figure 4 shows these curves for the RC data set in both a very low quality image (on the left) and a medium quality image (on the right). The area below the ROC curve measures the performance of the test. When the results of the algorithm are used in the dif- ferential expression test, the corresponding curve improves.
Additional information about improvement on data quality for the different data sets is presented in supplementary material, including descriptive information on the effect of adjusting the PMT gain, histogram distribution of intensities values, before and after algorithm application, etc.
4.-Conclusions
Several algorithms were introduced for improving the quality of the DNA microarray data depending on the saturation produced by the scanning device. These algorithms are based on obtaining a double scan (with low and high sensitivity) of a DNA microarray slide. A model for saturation and noise is presented from which the proposed procedure arises.
The proposed algorithms use a translation curve that relates the read intensities of the two scans to each other for every spot. A gamma curve was found to be suited for PMT devices and other similar devices. A clipped linear curve was found to be suitable for analog-to-digital-conversion saturation.
For gamma saturation two adequate solutions were implemented and tested: the first algorithm is based on minimizing the error factor of first order when expanding in Taylor series, while the second algorithm is based on a maximum likelihood estimation. The former algorithm, although quicker, introduces discontinuity due to the threshold that is used. The latter algorithm assumes that the noise is Gaussian. This assumption is only valid when there are many pixels in each spot and averaging is used in the image processing software, which is the common case. For a clipped linear curve, the described maximum likelihood algorithm is proposed.
As result, data become more proportional compared to the original sets. In addition, the number of spots with intensity readings is increased, thus maximizing the amount and definition of data from a DNA microarray. The proposed methodology in replicated slides is expected to lead a reduction of the variance reduction and possibly an improved confidence. It was also shown that the complexities for the algorithms are O(n). Although the threshold algorithm is theoretically valid, it introduces artefacts and discontinuity close to the threshold. The maximum likelihood algorithm provides a smooth transition between the low sensitivity and the high sensitivity scan at the cost of being more computationally expensive. Because in the clipping saturation case, the maximum likelihood method already supplies an analytical result, the corresponding threshold method was discarded and it is not explained here.
